If the process of diffusiofi in metals results simply in the interchange of pairs of atoms large strains must be set up when a new phase precipitates in an alloy. The strain energy involved is calculated for particles of precipi tate of various shapes, and is found to be least if the precipitate forms thin plates. The shape of the particle actually formed is influenced by this energy, by the degree of supersaturation of the solid solution, and by surface effects; the calculated shape is shown to agree reasonably well with that observed experimentally.
A preliminary account of some calculations of the strains produced by precipitation in alloys has already been given. (Mott and Nabarro (1940) referred to as I in the present paper, and Nabarro (1940) referred to as II.) In this paper the relation there assumed for the dependence of the strain energy of a particle on its shape is developed, and the relation of the theory to the experimental results is more fully discussed. It is found that the strain energy is large, and if the lattice of the precipitate remains continuous with that of the matrix the energy can only be reduced by a factor of the order of five by changes in the shape of the precipitated particles. I f the lattice of the precipitate breaks away from that of the matrix, so that the stress in the inclusion is a simple hydrostatic pressure, the strain energy tends to zero if the particles of precipitate take the form of thin sheets. The dynamics of the precipitation, on the other hand,, encourages the formation of spherical particles, as does the surface energy of the precipitate, and from a considera tion of these factors a formula is deduced which represents the shape of the particles at any stage of their growth. The calculations of strain energy are contained in § 2, and the results obtained are applied in § 3. 2 According to the dislocation theory of slip in metals developed by G. I. Taylor and others, the strength of a precipitation-hardened alloy is pro portional to some mean value of the shear produced in the lattice of the matrix by the presence of particles of inclusion. This shear can only be calculated when the shape of the particles of precipitate is known, and the particles must have a tendency to precipitate in such forms that the energy of the shear is as small as possible. The energy of a flat sheet of precipitate which has not broken away has been calculated in II. The discussion of §3*1 shows that a particle which has broken away produces the same ex ternal strain as it would do if it were fluid, and in § § 2-1-2-4 the strain energy due to. an inclusion of compressed fluid is calculated for inclusions of certain specially simple shapes. These results are exhibited graphically and a smooth curve through them (figure 2) is taken to represent the dependence of the strain energy on the shape of the particle in the case of precipitates which have broken away.
2-1. The simplest type of inclusion which gives rise to internal strains is a sphere of unstrained radius (1 + 8 )r 0 inserted in a spherical h r0 in the matrix. The nature of the strain in this case has been discussed in I: the total elastic energy of a sphere of volume V = f and bulk modulus K in a matrix of rigidity /i is < W ( 1 + s ) -(1> 2-2. The case of a cylindrical inclusion may be treated similarly. The dis placement at distance r from the axis must be of the form ocr+ /fo-gr-1. When the inclusion is incompressible a displacement § 1 increases a volume V in the inclusion by 3dV with an expenditure of energy equal to jr/iVS2, 2-3. An infinite block of material contains an almost spherical cavity bounded by the surface r = r0{l + ePv (cos 0)}.
It is subject to a displacement which is the gradient of a potential
Then (Love 1927) it is in equilibrium under the action of forces acting on the internal surface only.
Expressions for the strains are given by Love, but his non-diagonal com ponents are twice the tensor components used here, and denoted by ef.
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The components of stress p i:j are given by
P ijt y e i j + h $(4 )
where the repeated index implies a summation and A and [i are the usual elastic constants as defined by Love. In this case -0, and at the surface where r is given by (2) the displacements and strains reduce to ur = -*t0{1 + ue = -ktq keP' sin
The direction cosines of the normal to the surface are
The elastic energy of the matrix is equal to the work done by the surface forces, which is _ 9i U jdS = Sn/ir^K2 + 0 , The normal pressure is gi gj = 2perr + 0[e2], 523 2*4. The nature of the strain around a disk-shaped cavity containing a fluid under pressure is a subject which will be of considerable interest in the later discussion. Unfortunately, only an approximate solution has been obtained. An arbitrary displacement is considered, and although this does not correspond to a uniform hydrostatic pressure inside the cavity it is used to obtain an approximate value of the energy required to enlarge the cavity.
It is possible to obtain upper and lower limits for this energy. In the first place we shall prove the general theorem that a given increase in the volume of the cavity is obtained with the least expenditure of energy by the applica tion of a uniform hydrostatic pressure alone. * The arbitrary displacement is then considered, and the forces on the boundary which cause it are found to be of two kinds, a normal pressure and a tangential traction. The normal pressure is constant over most of the surface, and it is shown that the work done by the pressure on those parts of the surface where the pressure differs appreciably from this value is small compared with the total work. The dis placements due to the normal and tangential forces cannot be separated analytically, but it is shown that the tangential forces are clearly of a kind to increase the volume of the cavity. Now by the general theorem the whole work done in the displacement is an upper limit for the work which would be done in producing the same increase of volume by hydrostatic pressure alone. But the work done by the normal forces alone produces a greater increase in volume than would be produced by a hydrostatic pressure doing the same amount of work. For suppose that the hydrostatic pressure is pro portional to p, while the tangential forces are proportional to t, so that the energy can be expressed in the form 2 W + 2bpt~\-ct2. necessarily positive, and since both p and t increase the volume the value of b must also be positive in this case. The co-ordinate cprresponding to p, the increase in volume, is P = ap + bt. The work done by the \P p -\(ap2 + bpt). If this work had been done in the absence of t the internal pressure would have risen to p' [(ap2 + )/«]*, leading to an in crease in volume P' = [a(ap2 + bpt)]K Thus P 2 -P '2 = abpt + b2t2, which is positive, and so the work done by the normal forces only represents a lower limit to the work required to produce the actual increase in volume.
We shall now prove the general theorem quoted above. Suppose the cavity is enlarged by the application of arbitrary surface forces. Fill the enlarged cavity with an incompressible fluid, and release the surface forces. If the system is in equilibrium, the forces reduce to a uniform pressure. I f not, the system moves to another state where the cavity has the same volume, while the incompressible fluid necessarily has the same (zero) elastic potential 
2U
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The normal displacement of a point on the surface 6 0 iswn = gnxux, and the normal strain is enn = gny gnz eyz. The dilatation represented by the sum ekk vanishes, and so from (4) the components of stress are given by Pij = 2/ie^ and the normal stress is P n n = -8^[ l -a b c^y E X A 2~\.
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The work done by the normal stress is
Wi = (16)
These general formulae will now be applied to the special case of an oblate spheroid a -6 > c. A suitable co-ordinate system is provided by the trans formation x = at cos 6 cos <f>, y -at cos 6 sin , z = ct sin 6.
The energy given by (16) can now be evaluated. The increase in volume is
The volume is V = %na2c, and in the previous notation AV 38V, so k *■ 38/4:. In the case c = a the substitution of this in (16) leads to the ex pression 6 /iV82 already obtained for the work required to enlarge a sphere. Whenc < athe energy may beexpanded as a powerseries in c/a. The first term is of order a2c, which is the volume of the inclusion, but its coefficient vanishes, and the expansion is of the form
When a> c, the normal pressure p nn is given by From a simple calculation or from the symmetry of the problem it follows that the strain eln and so the corresponding stress pln vanish. The meridional stress is Vran ~/^ij 9 mi 9 nj (x2-f y2)*z $KJU(C2-A 2) cZx2\a*
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This vanishes, as it should, for a sphere where c = a and C = A. But when c < a this expression has the sign of ( x 2 4= ?/2)* so that the st is always directed from the pole to the equator. The stress is proportional to sin# cos#/(a2 sin2# -f c2 cos2#). The angle x between m and the z axis is given by c ta n X~ ~a ta n #, and as long as # > c/a the tangential stress re presents a force roughly parallel to the equatorial plane, and tending to enlarge the cavity. When # > (c/a)* the stress is of order 1 /a2, and acts over an area of order a2. The resultant force vanishes, and the stress can thus be represented by two " dipoles" each formed by forces of the order unity separated by a distance of the order of a, so that the strength of the dipoles is of order a. When (c/a)* > # > (c/a) the Stress is of order l/a 2c and acts over an area of order oc, so that the dipole strength is of order a again. When # < c /a the tangential stress has a considerable component parallel to the axis and tending to reduce the volume. The stress is of order 1/c2 and acts over an area of order c2. But while the resultant component of force again vanishes, for this axial component the force on each element is balanced, not by the force which is its image in the axis and so is a distance of the order a away, but by the force on the element which is its image in the equatorial plane and so is a distance of the order c2/a away. Thus the forces tending to reduce the volume form a dipole spread along the equator, the strength of which is only of order c2/a, and produce deformations which are only appreciable in the equatorial belt. That is to say, the stresses tending to reduce the volume are confined to the equatorial belt. They are large, but as they act only over a small area they represent forces of the same order as those tending to increase the volume. Since, moreover, each force is balanced by an opposite force only a short distance away they produce only local deformations which cannot appreciably reduce the volume.
It has thus been shown that the tangential forces produce an increase in the volume of the cavity, and so it is established that the values Wx and W2 given by (19) and (22) do represent lower and upper limits for the least work required to increase the volume of an oblate spheroid. It seems likely that the work done by the traction will be rather ineffective in increasing the volume, so that probably the true value lies considerably nearer to Wx than to W2. 2*5. A further case which will be considered is that of the disturbance caused by inserting into a cavity in the matrix a body of the same shape but of the wrong size, and of the same rigidity. The natural volume of the hole is V, while that of the inclusion is F (1 + 3£) . The elastic equations are satisfied 0 U if the displacement in the matrix is given by = y --, etc., and that in the The energies associated with these internal strains are large, of the order of the chemical heats of solution of one metal in another. For whatever may be the nature of the precipitation process there can be little doubt that it is primarily one of diffusion, and while the mechanism of diffusion is in its turn not yet fully understood it seems certain that diffusion simply results in the interchange of pairs of atoms occupying definite lattice sites. If an island of one metal is formed by diffusion in a matrix of the same crystal structure but having an atomic spacing smaller by it behaves as a strained inclusion whose elastic energy is given by a formula of the type (1). The value of is in many cases of the order 3-4 %, while the elastic constants of a pure metal are of the order 1012 dynes/cm.2. The energy is thus of the order 4 x 109 ergs/cm.3 of precipitate, or taking the density of the metal as 5, the energy is 20 cal./g. of precipitate. In the case of silver precipitating from copper, 8 has the un usually high value of 12 %, so that the energy may be of the order of 100 cal./g. Unless these large energies were released the process of precipitation would be impossible, for it would involve an increase in the energy of the system and a decrease in its entropy, so that the free energy would neces sarily increase.
3-1. If precipitation takes place solely at the crystal boundaries or if the original crystal lattice breaks up into crystallites, these strains are not pro duced, for the lattice of the precipitate is free to expand, and there is ample evidence (e.g. Ageew, Hansen and Sachs 1930; Cohen 1936) that both of these methods of releasing the strain are effective. But there is also evidence (e.g. Derge, Kommel and Mehl 1937; Calvet, Jacquet and Guinier 1939) that particles of precipitate are formed within single crystals, which remain apparently continuous. In the latter case it is possible that the strain has been released by some recrystallization of the matrix in the neighbourhood of the inclusions, for it is well known that strain will induce recrystallization at temperatures considerably lower than those at which it can occur in the unstrained metal (Burgers 1934).
If, as Wagner suggests (Wagner and Schottky 1930), the mechanism of diffusion is provided by the empty lattice sites which must always arise in a metal in thermodynamical equilibrium, it would be possible for the strain around a particle of silver in copper to be released by the migration of the holes in the copper to the boundaries of the silver inclusion. Since these holes can only be formed at the surface of a crystal, and the number originally present is extremely small, such an explanation of over-ageing and softening would require that a large crystal softened much more slowly than a small. There does not seem to be explicit evidence against such a relation, but it seems to be generally agreed that crystal size is in fact not an important factor in determining the rate of softening. It is commonly stated that the strain is relieved by the agglomeration of the precipitate into large-particles. However, all the formulae obtained in § 2 show that the energy of an isolated inclusion of given shape is pro portional to its voluble* so that in a dilute solution where the particles of precipitate are separated by distances large compared with their size the total strain energy associated with particles of a definite form depends only on the total volume of the precipitate and not on the volumes of the indi vidual particles. For spherical particles of radius r0 separated by distances r the mean minimum strain which in Taylor's theory determines the strength is erjjr-3, where e is given in I as a constant depending only on the properties of the two phases concerned. But r^r-3 is simply the volume concentration of the precipitated phase, and so the hardness is independent of the size of the individual particles if their total volume remains constant. General dimensional considerations show that this must also be true for particles of any definite shape. This statement is apparently incompatible with the existence of precipitation hardening in the usual sense, and provides an example of the limitations of the theory, which obviously loses all quanti tative value if an attempt is made to apply it to the solid solution in which the included particles are single atoms. The principal factor which reduces the hardness of the solid solution below that of the precipitation-hardened alloy into which it may be converted is probably that a dislocation is not seriously impeded by an adverse strain spread over a region small compared with its own " wave-length". Such a small obstacle may be surmounted in two ways, either by the dislocation breaking and reforming on the far side, or by thermal fluctuations momentarily reducing the adverse strain. The recent calculation of Peierls (1940) that the wave-length of a dislocation is only a few atomic distances shows that the detailed consideration of these effects is likely to be somewhat difficult. Provided the precipitated particle does not break away from the matrix its energy can only be reduced to a limited extent by changes of shape. For
The strains produced by precipitation in alloys 529 the particular case in which the inclusion has the same rigidity as the matrix Crum's calculation in §2-5 shows that the strain energy is entirely inde pendent of the shape, and it is reasonable to infer that as long as the rigidity of the inclusion remains comparable with that of the matrix its energy will not depend greatly on its shape. W. L. Bragg has pointed out that a precipitate of flat sheets is likely to have a smaller strain energy than almost any other because the faces of the sheets are nearly free to expand, and that in an anisotropic material this lowering of energy will be particularly effective if the sheets are formed in a plane in which the lattice of the precipitate is easily stretched. It is in teresting to estimate how great this reduction of strain energy would be in some particular case if the precipitate did not break away from the lattice. Silver precipitates from copper in sheets lying in the {100} planes of the copper. If the precipitate has not broken away these must also be {100} planes of the silver, and the calculation of II shows that in this case the energy is reduced by a factor less than 6.
It seems, then, that the strain can only be effectively released by allowing the precipitate to break away; that is to say, by allowing its lattice to become discontinuous with that of the matrix. In the further growth of the particle there need no longer be 1:1 correspondence between the points of the lattice of the particle and the lattice points of that part of the matrix which originally occupied the same space. The total number of atoms in the particle must, however, be equal to the number of missing points in the matrix lattice, for the interchange of atoms still takes place by simple diffusion in the main bulk of the matrix. This in fact means that the particle recrystal lizes in such a way that the shear strain in it vanishes, and only a uniform compression remains; for example, the walls of a disk-shaped cavity bulge outwards owing to the increased volume of the atoms lying within it, and the inclusion recrystallizes so that atoms are removed from the compressed regions near the rim and replaced in the less strained central regions. That this internal recrystallization should occur at rather low temperatures is not surprising, for a particle of precipitate provides just the type of strained region which appears to act as a nucleus of recrystallization.
For any type of precipitate the misfit between the particle and the cavity which it occupies is accommodated partly by the deformation of the matrix and partly by that of the particle. For an inclusion which is effectively fluid the relative accommodations can easily be calculated. For suppose W3 is the energy when the whole volume misfit 3# is taken up by compressing the in clusion, and W4 is the energy when the whole misfit is taken up by the matrix. Let the actual compression of the inclusion be 3x, so that the enlargement of 3-2. The breaking away of a precipitate is hindered by the same forces which cause the formation of a regular lattice. To produce the discontinuity of the lattice requires roughly the same energy as the melting of a monatomic layer of metal at the surface of the inclusion. If the latent heat of melting is A and the density is p, the energy of melting is A pc al./cm.3. The su of such a discontinuity is thus dAJp ergs/cm.2, where d is the interatomic distance and J the mechanical equivalent of heat. For copper this is equal to 410 ergs/cm.2. This surface energy is most important for small particles of precipitate, and tends to make them spherical in shape, while the elastic energy favours an inclusion in the form of a thin sheet. It follows that there must be an equilibrium form which is the more flattened the larger the grain. Since the elastic energy is of order 4 x 109 ergs/cm.3 the tendency to form spherical grains becomes marked in the case of particles of linear dimensions less than about 10_7cm., a few atomic distances.
Even in grains so large that surface energy no longer has any effect there is a dynamic equilibrium form which is determined by the rate of precipita tion. If the grain is in the form of a moderately thick plate, the energy re quired to increase its thickness may be so large as to prevent precipitation on the faces, while precipitation at the edges still occurs, so that the plate elongates. For a very thin sheet the elastic energy is negligible even if the thickness is somewhat increased, while the rate at which precipitating atoms reach the faces is far greater than the rate at which they reach the edge, so that the sheet thickens. It is clear that the differential effect of the elastic energy in promoting elongation of the plate will be most effective when the average rate of precipitation is low, and so flat sheets should be formed especially in solutions which are only slightly supersaturated.
In a mathematical treatment of the growth of a flat inclusion it is again convenient to consider it as a prolate spheroid of semi-axes a, a, c. Its surface area is S = 2na2+ 0[c2 log If a> c its elastic energy is W 4, which is equal to , as given by equation (19), for W 3, the energy required to compress the inclusion into the original volume of the hole, is of order «2c and is so large that practically all the misfit is taken up by shear in the matrix. Suppose th at when the concentration of precipitating atoms in the matrix is c their flux (number of atoms crossing unit area in either direction in unit time) is cf, where it is assumed for simplicity t h a t /is independent of c. The concentration (ratio of filled to total available lattice points) in the pre cipitate is 1. Let the heat of solution of the pure metal unstrained be U. Then in its solution the concentration is e~ulkT and the flux is The outward flux from a surface such that the addition of a single atom requires strain energy W is feW-uykT' Let the " relative hum idity" define (concentration)/(vapour pressure of unstrained metal) in the matrix be H. Then the inward flux from the matrix is Hfe~ukT and the rate of deposition is if W is small compared with kT, and s, the " supersaturation" Let the inclusion be 2^V atoms thick and atoms in diameter. a = dm, c = d^V, and the energy is The total number of atoms is m2, and so the averag required to increase the width is f e-uikT(H _ e-wiicT) = w/kT), 
These may be expressed in the form it is possible to sketch the solutions of (33) in the plane of m a n d^f t being a parameter measured along the curves. This is done in figure 3 , for arbitrary values of a, b,c, and it will be seen that the heavily drawn curve separates the
